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REACT ACT PREVENT

AIMS

 

Provide youth NGOs with innovative  tools

, to successfully

and effectively adopt, plan, and implement

prevention policies,

Strategies, programmes and practices

aiming to combating sexual violence

against children, adolescents and youth

Information sharing, awareness raising,

education, training,

Networking and cooperation, using non-

formal learning tools and methods.

 

ACTIVITIES

IO1: PRIMARY & SECONDARY RESEARCH,

IO2: SPEAK 4NO CHALLENGE

IO3 & IO4: DEVELOPMENT OF MODULES

1ST TRANSNATIONAL MEETING IN CYPRUS

2ND TRANSNATIONAL MEETING IN POLAND



UNITED SOCIETIES OF
BALKANS (U.S.B.)

ABOUT THE ORGANIZATION:

 A non-profit, non-governmental

organization based in Thessaloniki,

Greece working in the field of youth

mobility, participation and facilitating

youth awareness about social issues.

It was founded in 2008 by the

inception of a group of active young

people who wanted to address the

social issues which affect the

youngsters in the Balkans and Eastern

Europe. 

 

ACTIVITIES:

 Defence of human rights

 Youth  projects such as youth

exchanges and training courses, which

can bring young people from Balkans

and Europe together, and the

organization of local interventions,

seminars and multimedia productions. 

A global and inclusive society, where

citizens are equally empowered to

contribute in the shaping of a world

with less prejudice and discrimination.

 



THESSALONIKI

 

The second biggest city in Greece. (It

was the European Capital of Culture in

1997 and European Youth Capital in

2014).

The ''city of Coffee''.

The heart of Greek youth.

The combination of the city and the

sea of ''Thermaikos'' will mesmerize

you.

Crazy nightlife with a big variety of

clubs and bars in the centre of  city.

A major center of education for

Greece. Two of the country's largest

universities are located in central

Thessaloniki.

The city's total student population is

estimated around 200,000 –250,000,

meaning that 1/4th of total population

are students 

 Lonely Planet listed Thessaloniki

among the world's "ultimate party

cities".

 



THESSALONIKI

Thessaloniki 

Thessaloniki is not only the ultimate

party place as it city promotes the

culture

through cultural and

commercial festivities, such as the

Thessaloniki International Fair, the

International Thessaloniki Film and

Documentary Festivals and the

International Book Fair.

 

 

 

More information about Thessaloniki

can be found at:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thessalo

niki

https://www.lonelyplanet.com/greece/

northern-greece/thessaloniki

http://use-it-thessaloniki.gr/

 



MEANS OF
TRANSPORT

 

Thessaloniki International Airport

"Macedonia" (SKG) is located 13 km

south from the centre of Thessaloniki at

Thermi. It is the main airport of

Northern Greece and serves the city of

Thessaloniki (the secondlargest city in

Greece), the popular tourist destination

of Chalkidiki and the surrounding cities

of the region.

 

 

 

 The airport is served on a 24-hour basis

by Thessaloniki Urban   

  Transport Organization (OASTH); 

To downtown Thessaloniki please take

bus number X1 and N1(night bus) which

stops also in many places in the centre of

Thessaloniki (such as Aristotle square).

 

 

 



TRANSPORT IN THE
CITY

 

BUS 

The bus company operating in the city

is the Thessaloniki Urban Transport

Organization (OASTH) and is the only

public means of transport in

Thessaloniki at the moment.

 

Tickets costs:

SINGLE TRIP TICKET: 1 euro (0,50 euro

for Students, large-family

members, persons aged over 65 yrs,

persons with over 67% disability)

TWO-TRIP 70-MINUTE TICKETS: 1,20

euro (0,60 euro discounted)

THREE-TRIP 90-MINUTE TICKETS: 1,50

euro (0,80 euro discounted)

FOUR-TRIP 120-MINUTE TICKETS: 2

euro (1 euro discounted)

CULTURAL ROUTE & MACEDONIA

AIRPORT EXPRESS TICKETS:

2 euro (1 euro discounted).

 

 

 



TRANSPORT IN THE
CITY

TAXI

 

 

Taxis in Thessaloniki can be found

everywhere in the city or to designated

areas on central streets where they are

parked. Most of the taxi drivers speak

English .It is a reliable means of transport

and relatively cheap comparing with the

rest of Europe (for example trips inside the

city can vary from 4-6 euro, or trips from/to

the airport have fixed price.).

 

 

 



ACCOMONDATION

 

Accommodation will take place in

Egnatia Palace Hotel & Spa, Egnatia 61,

☎  +30 231 022 2900, artdeco style hotel,

website: egnatiapalace.gr

Participants will stay in twin/double

room and breakfast will be provided

there.

The hotel is situated in the heart of the

city centre, above Aristotle Square (the

central square of the city).

To reach the hotel from the airport, just

take X1 bus from the airport and step

out at bus stop Platia Aristotelous

(Aristotle Square). 

The bus takes around 30' from the

airport to arrive in the centre.

 

 



 

FOOD

 

The city is full of taverns and restaurants.

Excellent local specialities and cheap-and

cheerful ouzo taverns. 

Specific grill places for  the well-known souvlaki(

meat in the stick) and Greek gyros.

Something local is ''Mpougatca'' ,the favourite 

 breakfast of all. It is a tasty pie that can be sweet

or salty.

 

 

As regards to our common dinners or lunches,

U.S.B. will arrange bookings in restaurants

according to the tastes and food preferences of

the participants in the city centre.



 

MEETING PLACE

Al. Delmouzou 8, Thessaloniki 546 35

      Balkan heart- United societies of Balkans

 

Google maps

 

https://goo.gl/maps/FTXmBXozM7y1qFkr8
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